
Artificial Intelligence to assess buyers/sellers volumes  

and 20-years lasting Big Data of  market behaviors  

as pillar for stable and strong standing  

in Asset Management 



 

 

“What is cause and what is effect, in physical terms?” 

in all transactions and in all financial markets? 
 

 

 

My 30 years old assumption (updated): 

 causes: anything happening on both sides of the trading book       

before Last 

 effects: time & sales in direct form and all derived aggregates in 

indirect form 

Causes - Effects  



 

 

It can exist only where there is total awareness (both intellectual and technological) 

of any single peculiarity involved in the logical process. 

Any other context is fortuity, more or less intense. 

 

From a technical point of view, intelligence is: 

 totally free, on 360° with no preconception (Gen. Algos. and Neural Net?) 

 original, only later reply/automation 

 the ability to knowingly act also in antithesis to the ex-ante  

statistics, confirmed by the ex-post statistics 

Intelligence – considerations  



 

 

 What is A.I. from a technical point of view: 
 

At the current state it is a “computer tool” able to achieve the assigned 

tasks (sorting, searching, optimizing, solving…) with an high degree of automation and for 

big quantities of data, but it doesn’t remove the task of preserving the 

definition of intelligence from the “mastery of the user”. 

Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) 



 

 

What is the state of the art? 
 

We are still in the past, at the last steps of the “sequential A.I.”  

True A.I. will begin when “Qubit” (quantistics bit) peculiarities  

will allow large spaces to the “Logical Creativity” 

Artificial Intelligence   



 

 

What is our A.I.: 

 
a set of computer tools  

(gen algos, neural nets, fuzzy logic, expert systems…)  

targeted to specific objectives,   

governed by an expert system   

able also to achieve conscious conclusions. 

 

In my opinion the entire system only  

can be defined as Artificial Intelligence  

Artificial Intelligence   



 

 

For every input on the book of B.D.,  

the side, value, quantity, level and time are registered 
 

These infos are functional to a first classification of types of orders in: 
  

 HFT (since 2001) if in small quantity and with a change in status  

(applied, cancelled, migrated) within 10 secs (related to liquidity of the monitored issue)  

 Quick Trade if the change in status occurs within 5 min   
(order of magnitude related to liquidity of the monitored issue)  

 Ordinary Trade if the change in status occurs within 2 h  
(order of magnitude related to liquidity of the monitored issue)  

 Big orders if the quantities exceed 5 times the reference average 
(declining, increasing fractionated automatic orders) 

Big Data (B.D.) – first classification 



 

 

and a second classification   

as execution mode: 
 

 Bullish: it involves more levels of the book (ask) in a disruptive way  

(relevant market orders). No doubts Bullish strength (entry long or exit short later) 

 

 Neutral: if impact on equilibrium of book is minimal/physiological  

 

 Bearish: it involves more levels of the book (bid) in a disruptive way  

(relevant market orders). No doubts Bearish strength (entry short or exit long later) 

Big Data – second classification 



 

 

Interactions between A.I. and B.D. 
 

 

 

Behavioral dynamics who results significant for frequency and/or 

effectiveness, are identified and stored in the history file,  

thanks to an important statistical effort on data  

and classifications of the past available on B.D. (“Causes”),  

and correlations on Effects generated on the price dynamics. 
 

Such behavioral dynamics are constantly monitored and if their 

frequency/effectiveness changes, they can be activated,  

(made available to recognize Buyers/Sellers, next slide) or  suspended, waiting for activation. 

Artificial Intelligence and Big Data 



 

 

 

Interactions between A.I. and B.D. 
 

 

 

Recognition buyers/sellers 
 

 Dynamics can be obtained aggregating data and acquired 

classifications by time frame. Such dynamics, compared with the 

significant active dynamics on B.D., allow to define if involved 

volumes are due to buyers, sellers, and/or entering/exiting flows. 

 
When analyzed items have low or absent volumes,  

emulators are used to get infos with reverse engineering from B.D. 
 
 

Artificial Intelligence and Big Data 



 

 

‘‘Probability’’ of rise/decline is based on both dynamics of single item  

and dynamics of all items included in a defined portfolio  
(it is very functional to discriminate between favorable and unfavorable probabilistic contexts in portfolio management) 

 

Current “Dominant Cycle”,  

direction and relative position of price  
(functional to optimize entries and exits from market)  

 

“Predominance” as percent ratio  

between buyers and sellers in any moment  
(prospect indication of the current propellant entity up/down onwards) 

Operational Instruments 



2012 2013 2011 

White line: 
cycle UP 

Gray line: 
cycle DOWN 

Monthly 
candles 

GOLD COMEX GC 



2012 2013 2011 

Predominance : 
Green = Buyers > Sellers 

Predominance : 
Red = Sellers > Buyers 



2012 2013 2011 

Green line far away from cycle line = 
strong buyers dominance = 

bullish procellence = 
GO LONG for trading 

Green line close to cycle line = 
balance between buyers&sellers  = 
bullish propellence fading away = 

SQUARE UP trading LONG positions 



2012 2013 2011 

After many years of complete  
predominance of buyers,  

in August 2012 first relevant 
presence of sellers 



Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Daily Weekly Monthly 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

A Trend reversal’s Anatomy 
Date 

10/17/2012 



Cycle BEARISH because 
Sellers M + Sellers D  

> Buyers W = 
Buyers Losers 

Date 
10/17/2012 

Cycle BEARISH 
with buyers 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Daily Weekly Monthly 

A Trend reversal’s Anatomy 



Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Date 
11/23/2012 

Daily Weekly Monthly 



Cicle BEARISH 

Date 
11/23/2012 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

Trend reversed 
from now on GO SHORT only 



Dynamics repetition 

Date 
12/12/2012 

Cycle BEARISH 
Cycle BEARISH 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 



Date 
12/12/2012 

Cycle BEARISH 
Cycle BEARISH 

Sellers = 
propulsion 
BEARISH 

“MARKET  PHYSICS” 
All the directionl and impulsive 

movements are ALWAYS (100%) generated 
by the repetition of these dynamics 

Dynamics repetition 



  
FIRST CONCENTRATION OF BULLISH PRESSURE 

Reiterated alerts: end of 
Downward movement 

When all the elements in the short and medium term 

converge, they generate potential propellence 

for important directional and impulsive movements 



The intensity and duration of the originated movement is 

expected to be directly correlated to the strength of the 

different drivers that support/contrast it in the same 

Time Frame and in the Time Frames of lower order 

“MARKET  PHYSICS” 



Various waves of 
PROPELLENCE that have 

supported the up-trend 

“MARKET  PHYSICS” 



  

BEARISH PROPPELLENCE that 
have generated the correction 

in the short time frame 

“MARKET  PHYSICS” 



 

 

Test objectives 

 
  verify the technical resiliency to confirm being in a  

 ‘‘stable technical context’’   

   further validate the physical declared concepts 

  evaluate the classic results (of trading systems) in extreme  

 and operational settings of portfolio conditions 

Resiliency "Stress Test"  



 

 

Essential Requirement 

 
real historical series: meaning only directly generated                      

(stock, currencies, commodities…) or indirectly (index, sicav, etf…)   

by the comparison Bid/Ask, even if manipulated   

(to get them more anonymous, es. *2, /3, +1234…)  but not distorted (es. Montecarlo test…) 

Resiliency "Stress Test"  



Portfolio settings conditions : 
 
 

 portfolio to be analyzed totally anonymous to us (product  1, 2, 3…) 

 no quantity limit of products to be inserted in portfolio, more 

realistically at free discretion (suggested  min 100 as sufficiently significant) 

 products of any asset class (also managed, i.e. Sicav-Funds -Edge…)  coming by any 

global financial market, OTC included, can be inserted in portfolio to 

realize any type of diversification/personalization  

 no optimization allowed (if physical no optimization is required ) 

 hystorical series of the product with or without volumes 

 any time frame can be chosen, from intraday to monthly 
(more interest from daily to monthly) 

Resiliency "Stress Test"  



 

 

Operational conditions: 
 
 

 no limits to the applicable operational strategies   
(only long, long/short, directional, spread, benchmark, market neutral, risk coverage…)   

 total operational anonymity:  operations in simulation for the past 

and real environment ignoring identity of the product and his graph 

 the operational signals to be activated must follow only the 

directions of the operational tools (Chance, Cycle and Predominance)  

in agreement among them depending on  

the chosen operational strategy 

Resiliency "Stress Test"  



 

 

Achieved results: 
 

 confirmed resiliency (200 test) "verified technical context stability": 
 profitability (trade win/trade loss)  oscillating between 65% and 95%, related to 

changing of peculiarities of the tested strategies and/or changing of 

selectivity used degrees    

 orders of magnitude of profitability did not change, while 

changing the dynamics of the components of portfolio (volatility, 

directionality …), with any portfolio used, and in any timeframe.  

Operational intensity varies substantially. 

 physical concepts were validated  

 interesting classic results in any tested operational strategy, an 

example in next slide. (of course directly related to the strategy peculiarity, degree of selectivity for each 

personalization and to volatility and direction of the items inserted in portfolio)  

Resiliency "Stress Test"  



          (S.M.P.S.L.) 

Single Max Potential S.L. = 1%                            2012/08/03 

Max D.D. = 0,7%  2009/07/26 
 

Invested Capital: 

Min  0% 

Max 100% 

Average 10% 

Max Loss  0,39% 

Average Loss  0,16% 

Av. S.M.P.S.L.  0,24%    

 

N° Tot. Trade  314 

Trade Win   83% 

Av. Trade for Month 3,7 

Duration Av. Trade 6 D 

Example of an operational strategy “Coupon” 

Risk control obtained 

Example of outcomes from a conservative strategy aiming at building an effective alternative  

to Bond low return, maintaining a very limited risk level 



 

 

Operations in stable technical contexts 
 

Pro to trading 

Selection of product to operate on (chance indicators) 

Entry/exit points can be approached to inversion points 
(inversion points and forecasting are not our objective ) 

 

Pro to capital management (in addition to the above) 

Flexibility in portfolio and operational strategies set up 

Structural capitalization of directional and primary impulsive movements  

Structural capacity to overperform any benchmark 
 

Cons in realization 

High level of skill on markets and tecnology 

High calculus capacity in the techno section 

Pros and Cons 



  

 

 

 

 

Completely 
anonimous 

Buyers 

Bullish  probability, range 0-100 

Bearish probability, range 0-100 



  

 

 

 

 

Buyers always in control  
probabilities significantly and constantly high 

 

Only Buy Opportunities 



  

 

 

 

 

Trading Trading Trading Trading Trading Trading 

Directional Directional 



Profitability 
(trade win/trade loss)   

95% 
< 0.5% of B.D. 



Profitability 
(trade win/trade loss)   

95% 
< 0.5% of B.D. 



Profitability > 80% 
Profitability from 60% to 70% 
Profitability from 50% to 60% 



USA bullish selection 

Profitability > 80% 
Profitability from 60% to 70% 
Profitability from 50% to 60% 



Evolution of the dynamics 

White dotted vertical on 11/11/2016 



USA bullish selection as of 09/15/2017 

Predominance of Buyers = bullish propulsion 

Probability context significantly bullish 

Only trade Long 



Predominance of Sellers = bearish propulsion 

Probability context significantly bearish 

USA bearish selection as of 09/15/2017 

Only trade Short 



Benchmark structurally exceeded 



Similar information with different 
intensity from 6 charts of…? 

Profitability > 80% 
Profitability from 60% to 70% 



Commodity 

Index 

Stock Fund Currencies Bond 

Effective diversification based on dynamics 



 ‘‘LATECOMER’’ 
Copper 

ALERT: potential ending  
of bearish movement 

Zoom down 

Intraday  

in next slide 



“TRIGGER” 
First intense propulsion  
generating the movement 

‘‘LATECOMER’’ Copper 
 

Larger time frame in 
intraday 

Zoom down Intraday 



Equal dynamics to intraday 

Zoom up Monthly 



Zoom up Monthly 

Equal dynamics to intraday 

“MARKET  PHYSICS” 

Fractals in the dynamics of stable technical 
contexts allow to track the starting/ending 

points of the higher degree dynamics 



  “Bullish and bearish forces are the only structural drivers 
    that affect market prices’ dynamics” 

  

                        Ivano Menabue 

ivanomenabue@portafoglidinamici.com 

Thank you 

Integration and news hints to follow 



Integrations 



Profitability > 80% 
Profitability from 60% to 70% 



Europa bullish selection 

Profitability > 80% 
Profitability from 60% to 70% 



Evolution of the dynamics 

White dotted vertical on 11/11/2016 





Japan bullish selection 

Profitability > 80% 
Profitability from 60% to 70% 



Dynamics evolution 



Hints on the present 



Europe bullish selection 

This and following slides are based on 
weekly data base updated as of 

09/15/2017 



Europe bullish selection 



Europe bearish selection 



USA bullish selection 



USA bearish selection 



Japan bullish selection 











BitCoin USD 


